
Data Engineer

Our Team

Mighty Jaxx is the leading integrated future culture platform in Southeast Asia today. With
a mission to supercharge future culture phygitally, Mighty Jaxx’s integrated platform will
empower future pop culture brands with an end-to-end supply chain of digital and phygital
collectibles, including artist development and incubation, proprietary IP operation and
providing global consumers access to new D2C experiences.

Mighty Jaxx partners with the greatest creative talents in the world, as well as top global
brands such as Netflix, Formula 1, Hasbro, Toei Animation, Cartoon Network, Nickelodeon,
Warner Brothers, Adidas and many more to ship millions of phygital collectibles to over 90
countries worldwide.

We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer with a diverse, inclusive work
environment and encourage our employees to bring their authentic, fun-loving, and
high-energy selves to the workplace.

The Job

We are looking for a Data Engineer interested in building a data platform within Mighty Jaxx
to discover, analyse and report on operational insights to internal stakeholders. As our Data
Engineer, you will be working with various business and technology teams to design,
develop and maintain our data platform for reporting, analytics and other data related
services

Responsibilities
● Design, develop and maintain data ETL processes, ensure the processes are fulfilling

business needs and SLAs
● Facilitate technical planning and optimize the data infrastructure, models and

pipelines to improve data platform stability
● Design and develop Data Products to drive business outcomes
● Collaborate with business stakeholders to understand their data needs and develop

robust and scalable data models
● Develop processes to answer recurring business questions and identify

opportunities for improvement
● Ensure Data Quality through continuous improvement and monitoring



Requirements

● At least 2 years prior experience in the following technologies and languages:
○ SQL/NoSQL and BI visualization (e.g. Tableau, Power BI, AWS Quicksight)
○ Python or other related programming languages
○ Developing and maintaining ELT/ETL scripts and pipelines
○ Experience with data warehousing (e.g. AWS Redshift, Google BigQuery and

Microsoft Azure SQL Data Warehouse)
● Able to work closely with various internal teams and stakeholders to deliver tasks

when required
● Data-driven, highly organized
● Able to work independently; self-organize, prioritize and execute tasks assigned
● Deadline-oriented and self-motivated with the ability to think outside the box.
● Have exposure to Agile and weekly sprint and release working models
● Strong command of English, both written and spoken
● Excellent communication skills - very good at inter and intra-team communication
● Is a team player who endorses collaborative work style

To apply, please send an updated copy of your resume to HR@mightyjaxx.com.
While we value all submissions, we regret that only shortlisted candidates will be contacted
by our HR team.
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